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HOW
CAN WE
HELP YOU?

Who are we?

How does SOLACE work?

What needs are addressed?

SOLACE is a program of the State

If you or someone in the legal
community is in need of help, simply
email SOLACE@gabar.org. Those emails
are then reviewed by the SOLACE
Committee. If the need fits within the
parameters of the program, an email
with the pertinent information is sent
to members of the State Bar.

Needs addressed by the SOLACE
program can range from unique medical
conditions requiring specialized referrals
to a fire loss requiring help with clothing,
food or housing. Some other examples
of assistance include gift cards, food,
meals, a rare blood type donation,
assistance with transportation in a
medical crisis or building a wheelchair
ramp at a residence.

Bar of Georgia designed to assist
those in the legal community who
have experienced some significant,
potentially life-changing event in their
lives. SOLACE is voluntary, simple and
straightforward. SOLACE does not
solicit monetary contributions but
accepts assistance or donations in kind.

Contact SOLACE@gabar.org for help.

The purpose of the SOLACE program is to allow the legal community to
provide help in meaningful and compassionate ways to judges, lawyers,
court personnel, paralegals, legal secretaries and their families who
experience loss of life or other catastrophic illness, sickness or injury.

TESTIMONIALS
In each of the Georgia SOLACE requests made to date, Bar members have graciously
stepped up and used their resources to help find solutions for those in need.
A solo practitioner’s
quadriplegic wife needed
rehabilitation, and members
of the Bar helped navigate
discussions with their
insurance company to obtain
the rehabilitation she required.

A Louisiana lawyer was in need
of a CPAP machine, but didn’t
have insurance or the means
to purchase one. Multiple
members offered to help.

A Bar member was dealing
with a serious illness and in
the midst of brain surgery,
her mortgage company
scheduled a foreclosure on
her home. Several members
of the Bar were able to
negotiate with the mortgage
company and avoided the
pending foreclosure.

Working with the South
Carolina Bar, a former
paralegal’s son was flown
from Cyprus to Atlanta
(and then to South Carolina)
for cancer treatment.
Members of the Georgia and
South Carolina bars worked
together to get Gabriel and
his family home from their
long-term mission work.

Contact SOLACE@gabar.org for help.
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FOREWORD

Dear ICLE Seminar Attendee,
Thank you for attending this seminar. We are grateful to the Chairperson(s) for organizing this
program. Also, we would like to thank the volunteer speakers. Without the untiring dedication
and eﬀorts of the Chairperson(s) and speakers, this seminar would not have been possible.
Their names are listed on the AGENDA page(s) of this book, and their contributions to the success
of this seminar are immeasurable.
We would be remiss if we did not extend a special thanks to each of you who are attending this
seminar and for whom the program was planned. All of us at ICLE hope your attendance will
be beneﬁcial as well as enjoyable We think that these program materials will provide a great
initial resource and reference for you.
If you discover any substantial errors within this volume, please do not hesitate to inform us.
Should you have a diﬀerent legal interpretation/opinion from the speaker’s, the appropriate
way to address this is by contacting him/her directly.
Your comments and suggestions are always welcome.
Sincerely,
Your ICLE Staﬀ
Jeﬀrey R. Davis
Executive Director, State Bar of Georgia
Rebecca A. Hall
Associate Director, ICLE

iii
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AGENDA
PRESIDING:

David A. Benoit, Program Co-Chair; Swerdlin & Company, Atlanta

7:30 REGISTRATION AND CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST
		
(All attendees must check in upon arrival. A removablejacket or sweater is 		
		 recommended.)
8:15 WELCOME AND PROGRAM OVERVIEW
		 Peter M. Varney, UNC Health Care System, Chapel Hill, NC
8:20 EPCRS CORRECTIONS: WHO DOESN’T LOVE A GOOD TRAIN WRECK?
		 Alison J. Cohen, Ferenczy Benefits Law Center, Atlanta
9:20
		
		
		

CHANGES TO ERISA CLAIMS REGULATIONS:
CLAIMANT AND EMPLOYER PERSPECTIVES
Douglas M. “Doug” Robinson, Evans Warncke Robinson LLC, Atlanta
Peter M. Varney

10:20 BREAK
10:30 UPDATE ON HEALTH AND WELFARE PLANS
		 John R. Hickman, Alston & Bird LLP, Atlanta
11:30 LUNCH (Included in registration fee.)
11:55 LEGAL AND ENFORCEMENT UPDATE FROM THE
		
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
		 Robert M. Lewis, Jr., U.S. Department of Labor, Office of the Solicitor, Atlanta
12:55
		
		
		
		
		
		
1:55

PANEL DISCUSSION: DEVELOPMENTS AND TRENDS WITH REGARD TO 		
ASSOCIATION HEALTH PLANS AND MULTIPLE-EMPLOYER/ASSOCIATION
RETIREMENT PLANS
Nicole D. Bogard, Seyfarth Shaw LLP, Atlanta
David A. Benoit
Robert M. Lewis, Jr.
TBD Speaker invited from the U.S. Treasury Dept., Internal Revenue Service
BREAK

2:05 2018 YEAR IN REVIEW:
		
11TH CIRCUIT & SUPREME COURT ERISA CASE LAW UPDATE
		 Nancy B. Pridgen, Pridgen Law Inc., Atlanta
3:05

ADJOURN
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EPCRS: Retirement Plan
Corrections
(Who Doesn’t Love a Good Wreck?)

Alison J. Cohen, J.D., CPC
Ferenczy Benefits Law Center
Atlanta, GA

Agenda
• What Is EPCRS?
• Main Components of EPCRS
• Types of Failures/Categories of Failures That Can
Be Corrected Through EPCRS
• Who Is Eligible for EPCRS?
• General Principles for EPCRS
• What if My Situations Isn’t in EPCRS?
• Awesome Case Studies
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What Is EPCRS?
• Acronym for Employee Plans Compliance Resolution
Program
• Current version issued by Internal Revenue Service as
Revenue Procedure 2018-52 (Rev. Proc. 2018-52)
• IRS may issue interim amendments
• Every few years, we get a whole new version
• 2018 Version: Key change was modifying Voluntary
Correction Program (VCP) to be electronically
submitted

3

Why Is EPCRS Important?
• People make mistakes
• Gives Plan Sponsors a means by which to correct errors
without losing tax benefits of the qualified plan
• Without VCP, Plan Sponsors couldn’t get any confirmation for
correction of failures
• IRS has goal of ensuring compliance
with the Tax Code, so EPCRS helps
to ensure plans are brought into
compliance

4
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Advantages of Tax Qualification
• Contributions to the plan are deductible by the company
• Deferred taxation to employees
• Funds are held in a tax-exempt trust, so investment gains are
not taxed
• Distributed benefits can be rolled over
• Assets are protected from creditors

5

Disqualification: Lose All
Advantages
•
•
•
•
•
•

Contributions for nonvested benefits are not deductible
Vested benefits are taxed through to participants
Trust is taxable
Rollovers not permitted
Creditors may be permitted to invade
Potential exposure to participant claims

6
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How Can We Use EPCRS?
• Example #1 – Plan Sponsor accidentally forgets to enroll
eligible employees on July 1
• Example #2 – Plan Sponsor never adopted the PPA restated
plan document
• Example #3 – The profit sharing contribution wasn’t properly
allocated because of incorrect census data
• Example #4 – Client fails to make timely distributions to
correct ADP/ACP testing

7

Main Components of EPCRS
• Three correction procedures:
– Self correction procedure (“SCP”)
• Insignificant errors: anytime
• Significant errors: time limited

– Voluntary submissions to IRS (“VCP”)
• Forms 8950 and 8951
• Cannot be “under examination”

– Audit Closing Agreement Program (“CAP”)

8
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Self-Correction Program (SCP)
• Advantages to SCP:
– Correction may be made ANYTIME if failure is insignificant
– That includes even if the plan is under audit
– Less costly because no submission needs to
be made to the IRS

• Disadvantages to SCP:
– Can’t correct certain types of failures
with SCP
– Unless the failure is “in the box,” no certainty that the IRS will
agree with the method
– Significant failures are time limited

9

Self-Correction - Insignificant Failures
• What is “insignificant”: balancing of factors:
–
–
–
–

Have other failures occurred?
% of plan assets and contributions involved
Number of years affected
Participants affected (as % of total in plan and as % of those who
could have been affected)
– Was correction made within a reasonable
time after discovery?
– Why did the failure happen?

10
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Self-Correction - Significant Failures
• Defined: anything that’s not insignificant
• Rule: must be “substantially” corrected during the “correction
period”
• Correction period:
– General rule: last day of 2nd plan year following year of
occurrence
– ADP/ACP: last day of 3rd plan year following year for which
testing is failed

• BUT => Correction period ends if the plan comes under IRS
audit

11

What Does This Mean in Practice?
• The Key: Because any error, except something that is
egregious, can be corrected within the two/three-year period
after the year of the error, the “significant” vs. “insignificant”
issue is relevant only if correction occurs after that period
• As significance (or not) is a subjective analysis, you will never
know (unless there’s an audit) whether your analysis of the
error’s status is correct
– Therefore, if outside self-correction period, it becomes a
risk/reward analysis as to whether to self-correct or file with IRS

12
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Voluntary Correction Program
(VCP)
• Requires submission to the IRS
• Process may take considerable amount of time
• Fees are published annually (latest Rev. Proc. 2019-4), and based
currently on plan assets
• Provides Plan Sponsor with certainty that correction is approved
by the IRS
• While VCP is pending, protection
is given to plan in case of audit

13

Options for VCP
• A filing by any other name would smell as sweet
– Anonymous submissions have a time and a place
• For example, Plan Sponsor has been using age 21/1
Year of Service for eligibility. It’s in all hiring letters,
employee handbooks, etc. BUT, plan document
clearly had six months. To correct for the past eight
years using QNECs would drive the Plan Sponsor into
bankruptcy. Anonymous VCP allows for negotiation
and if documentation not accepted, Plan Sponsor can
revoke filing and take the risk

14
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Options for VCP – Anonymous Filing
• PROS:
— Allows for more aggressive/gray area situations to be
negotiated without risk that client will be stuck with least
favorable option

• CONS
— If pulled for examination while anonymous VCP pending,
there is no protection for the issue in question, unlike a
regular VCP submission
— If no resolution can be reached, and
filing is pulled by the Plan Sponsor,
then the User Fee is forfeited

15

Options for Group VCPs
• Suitable option for situations where there are multiple
employers affected by the same failure
– Example – Institution realizes that due to a programming
error, clients with automatic increase provision did not have
participants timely/correctly increased
– Rather than file 2,000 separate, identical VCP submissions
(costing $3,000 each), it is easier to file a single VCP
submission covering all 2,000 plans at the same time
– Cost for Group VCP - $10,000 for the first 20 affected plans
and an additional $250 per plan thereafter. Maximum user
fee is $50,000

16
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Audit Closing Agreement Program
• Lovingly known as Audit CAP
• IRS discovers problem during audit
• IRS and Plan Sponsor enter into a contract called a “Closing
Agreement” to correct the problem
• Sponsor pays a sanction to the IRS

17

Types of Qualification Failures
• Plan document failures
— Terms of plan not qualified
— Failure to timely adopt interim amendment/restatement

• Demographic failures
— Failure to satisfy §410(b)
or §401(a)(26)

18
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Types of Qualification Failures
• Employer eligibility failures
— Not eligible to establish type of plan (e.g., government
401(k) or ineligible for 403(b))

• Operational failures
— Not following the terms of the plan (i.e., usually everything
else you encounter)
— Other than prohibited transactions: exclusive benefit
violations

19

EPCRS Not Available
• Failures for which the Code or
regulations already provide a correction
• To resolve excise tax problems – except
for:
— Code §4972 (nondeductible
contributions)
— Code §4973 (excess contributions)
— Code §4974 (RMD)
— Code §4979 (excess 401(k)
contributions)
— Code §72(t) (early distributions)

20
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Restrictions on VCP
• Plan may not be “under examination”
— under audit
— received verbal or written notice that an audit is forthcoming
— a plan may be considered to be “under examination” if a
related plan is being audited

• Plan must have a favorable determination letter or a preapproved document
• Not available to all plan types (non-governmental 457(b),
certain governmental failures, etc.)

21

General Procedural Overview
• SCP Correction needs to be documented via a written memo
with attachments demonstrating correction
• VCP has to be prepared using required forms, narrative, and
online submission via www.pay.gov
— We will get into much more detail on how to correct via VCP
— File with the IRS
— Pay user fee
— Negotiate with the IRS as to correction
method
— IRS issues compliance statement with agreed-upon
correction
— Correct within 150 days of compliance statement
22
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General Correction Principles
• Must correct all taxable years (even if closed)
• Restore plan and participants to position in which they would
have been had the failure not occurred
• Should be reasonable and appropriate
— Appendix A & B solutions deemed reasonable

23

General Correction Principles
•
•
•
•

Consistent with Code (don’t create another violation)
Provide benefits to NHCEs
Keep assets in the plan
Consideration of other agencies (e.g., DOL on abandoned
plans)

24
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Coloring Outside of the Lines
• So, what if my problem isn’t exactly in Rev. Proc. 2018-52?
– Analogize to one of the current available solutions
– Example – Correction of compensation failures isn’t contained in
Rev. Proc. 2018-52
• Liken failure to failure to enroll an Eligible Employee
• Correction, therefore, is similar – calculate a QNEC based on the
compensation incorrectly excluded
• 50% QNEC based on deferral rates and amount of excluded
compensation

25

Coloring Outside of the Lines (cont.)
• Look for answers in the Code itself
• Example – A plan can’t pass the General Test using the 3%
gateway
– Treas. Regs. 1.401(a)(4)-8(b)(1) – Provides us with the ability to
use an alternate gateway
– Treas. Regs. 1.401(a)(4)-11(g) – Failure can be corrected by a
retroactive amendment adopted by 9½ months after the close
of the plan year

26
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Coloring Outside of the Lines (cont.)
• Answer also may be in the language of the plan
document
– Example – Correction of §415(c) failure
– Provision should be contained in the base plan document
– Excess should come from Elective Deferrals first, then forfeit
corresponding Matching Contribution, and lastly any Profit
Sharing Contribution

27

Coloring Outside of the Lines (cont.)
• Check for guidance given at conferences
– Example – The Plan Sponsor has the plan
assets distributed to it, and then cuts a check
to the participant owed the benefit. Is this
arrangement permitted?
• 1999 National Conference, the IRS in its Q&A session, took the
position that this arrangement is unacceptable

– Example – The Plan Sponsor fails to timely distribute a 3%
nonelective safe harbor notice. What is the correction?
• In 2004, at the ASPPA Annual Conference, the IRS suggested that
the correction would be to distribute the notice, fund the 3%
nonelective, and no ADP testing would be required

28
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Consideration for Other Agencies
• Interactions with Department of Labor (DOL)
– Example – Client’s plan document has no safe harbor provision.
Summary Plan Description (SPD) that was actually distributed
shows a safe harbor provision
• SPD is a DOL required document
• DOL is all about protection of the participants and their rights
• Correction may require funding and correction of plan document
to have safe harbor provisions

29

Exceptions to Full Correction
• In general, a failure must be fully corrected (6.02(5))
– Inconvenience and burden are not excuses for making full
correction
– Reasonable estimates are permitted if:
• Difference between precise contribution and approximate
calculation is minimal and the cost to calculate the probable
difference is less than the difference
• It’s not possible to calculate the precise difference

30
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Exceptions to Full Correction (cont.)
• Delivery of small benefits – limit is $75
– Corrective contributions are still required to be made

• Recovery of small overpayments – limit is $100 or less
– Plan Sponsor is not required to seek repayment from participant
– Doesn’t even have to notify participant amount is ineligible for rollover

• Lost/Missing Participants

– Provided Plan Sponsor performs the required search for the
participant, not considered to have failed to correct

• Small Excess Amounts
– If excess amount owed to participant is $100 or less, Plan Sponsor is
not required to distribute or forfeit the excess amount

31

Case Studies

32
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Case Study #1
• Medical practice with three plans –
– First, PS only from solo practitioner before practice was formed (PS#1)
– Second, PS only sponsored by practice (PS#2)
– Third, DB sponsored by practice (DB)

• Medical practice is merging with larger medical group
• Unable to locate or obtain plan documents from
“Accountant/Advisor” (A/A) or broker
• No TPA works on any plan
• All valuation work done by A/A and broker
• Form 5500s appear to all have been filed

33

Case Study #1 (cont.)
• PS#1 is invested nearly 90% in a limited partnership run
by the A/A
– A/A has neither accounting nor financial advisor licenses
– A/A is also the Treasurer/Officer of the medical practice
– A/A has acted as the Plan Administrator (3(16)) in
operation

34
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Case Study #1 (cont.)
• PS#2 is invested in two mutual funds – one is money market
– No testing has ever been formally done on the plan
– Broker has been creating valuations on balance forward basis
(incorrectly!!)
– Plan covers 1 HCE and all but 3 NHCEs (approx.12-30)

• DB is a 412(e) that appears not to be properly funded
– Plan covers remaining 2 HCEs and only
3 NHCEs
– No testing has ever been formally done
on the plan

35

Case Study #1 (cont.)

• Owner/Doctor signed all documents, but “never read anything”
– Relied on A/A and former Office Manager (now fired) for everything
• Assets underlying limited partnership appear to all be dummy
corporations set up by the A/A
– Plan was originally properly invested, but between 2008 – 2010 90%
of assets transferred out to limited partnership
– Financial reports indicate that $1.7m is likely gone
– Form 5500 is now due for 2014 – how do you complete it?
• Plan documents from 2011 now surface – A/A is immediately removed as
Named Trustee from all plans
– No other documents found – clearly failure involved on all 3 plans
• TPA/Actuary engaged to rebuild practice plans from inception (2006)
• Since no “real” information on PS#1 assets, can’t produce valuation
36
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Case Study #1 (cont.)
• After re-creating census data for 2006 – 2014, it is discovered that
some employees were put into the wrong plan
• No Forms 1099R were ever prepared for distributions
• The DB Plan Form 5500 indicates that the plan year is off-calendar, but
PS#2 is a calendar year plan
– There are coverage testing problems with the DB Plan
– Inconsistency in DB documents shows possible intent to use
calendar year
• Participants, including the former Office Manager, are asking about the
status of the plans (and distributions)
• Owner/Doctor has now hired a litigation attorney to pursue legal
action against A/A and broker

37

Case Study #1 (cont.)
• Civil suit still pending against 2 bad guys
• DOL has investigation going against 2 bad guys
– Client is cooperating and agreed to fix plans

• Discussions with IRS on VCP options:
– Plan #1 – value based on last known good investments, and
bring balances forward using reasonable earnings
• Client will have to fund amounts for all non-key employees to the
tune of approximately $400k
• Fix document and operational failures through VCP
• Requested retroactive effective date to 1/1/06 to be in sync with
DB Plan

38
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• Plan #2

Case Study #1 (cont.)

– IRS unofficially agreed that we have to retroactively treat it as
having the same plan year as the PS plan
– Lost §412(e) status and surrendered all policies
– Actuary hired to rebuild plan since inception and perform proper
testing
– Included proper eligible employees

• Plan #3
– Recreated participant accounts since inception due to past
improper calculation of eligibility
– Using reasonable blended rate of return for earnings
– VCP for document issue approved in 2 months

39

Case Study #2
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Plan is balance-forward with 30 – 40 participants
401(k)/3% safe harbor/specified classes discretionary PS
Employer-directed asset pool invested solely in CDs
Last valuation was done in 2012
No plan documents since 2001
No paperwork for any of the distributions done
60+ participant loans are outstanding
at the time you are brought into the
matter
• Last Form 5500 in 2014

40
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Case Study #2 (cont.)
•
•
•
•

Employer also has a DB Plan (also invested in CDs)
Allegedly frozen in 2010, but no documentation
No plan documents except for original 2005 plan
PBGC premiums not paid for past 3 years & now in
collections with U.S. Treasury
• No valuations done in several years
• TPA has vanished like Jimmy Hoffa

41

Case Study #2 (cont.)
• New actuary re-calculates valuations going back to
2010 when plan allegedly ‘frozen’
• Plan is actually underfunded by over $3.5m
— Owner-parents, current president-son, and daughteremployee will have to forfeit ALL balances

• Excise taxes, plus interest, for missed required
minimum contributions is over $700,000
• CD’s have only earned 1.7% annually on average

42
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Case Study #2 (cont.)
• You like a challenge, right? Good.
– DOL initiates contact with the Plan Sponsor after
numerous participant complaints
• It’s not a full investigation, but it is a DOL inquiry that
needs to be taken seriously

– Participant initiated a lawsuit against Plan Sponsor
• Looking to certify as a class action

– TPA that Plan Sponsor has hired is small, slow, and
appears incredibly overwhelmed

43

Final Thoughts
• Project Management skills are critical for success
in correction projects
• Understanding the personal dynamic at the client
is important (especially with small companies)
• Your knowledge base can’t just
end with legal representation

44
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Questions?

45

Contact Information
Alison J. Cohen, Esq., CPC

Ferenczy Benefits Law Center
2635 Century Pkwy. NE, Suite 200
Atlanta, GA 30345
(678) 399-6604
acohen@ferenczylaw.com
Follow us on Twitter: @ferenczylaw

46

9:20
CHANGES TO ERISA CLAIMS REGULATIONS:
		
CLAIMANT AND EMPLOYER PERSPECTIVES
		 Douglas M. “Doug” Robinson, Evans Warncke 		
		
Robinson LLC, Atlanta
		 Peter M. Varney

10:30 UPDATE ON HEALTH AND WELFARE PLANS
		 John R. Hickman, Alston & Bird LLP, Atlanta
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2019 H&W Legislative and Regulatory
Update
John Hickman, Esq.
John.Hickman@Alston.com
Alston & Bird, LLP
© 2019

1

Disclaimers
• There is no attorney/client privilege.
Accordingly, please only ask general
questions and do not provide sensitive
information.
• I am not providing individualized advice or
general solutions. Your situation may
vary.
Be sure to consult with your
advisors.
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Topics We Will Discuss
• 2018 Recap and 2019 Looking Forward
• AHP Guidance
• Other Compliance Issues
– MHPAEA
– Wellness
– ACA Compliance
– ACA Constitutionality

• Agency Activity: HRAs, QSEHRAs, and STLDI
• HIPAA Update
•

3

2019 Update:
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What We Did Not See In 2018
(and likely will not see in 2019)
• Repeal of ACA

– ACA Mandates Still in Force
– Employer Responsibility and Reporting
Requirements Still Apply
– ACA Coverage Mandates Still Apply

• HRAs still hindered by Annual/Lifetime Cap
prohibition and Preventive Care Mandates

• HSA Expansion and Improvement
•

5

What We Did See in 2018
• Repeal of ACA Individual Mandate
• Delay of Cadillac Tax until 2022
• Regulations Facilitating (more below)
– HRAs (proposed only)
– AHPs
– STLDI

6
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What We Did See in 2018
• More Audit/Investigation and Enforcement
Activity
– Privacy
– ACA (4980H, Coverage Mandates)
– Wellness
– MHPAEA

• Active ERISA Litigation
– Cross Plan Offsetting
– MHPAEA Cases

7

What Will 2019 Bring?

• Medicare Expansion Legislation
– Medicare For All
– Medicare Early Buy-in

• ACA “Fixes”

– Bipartisan Initiatives

• Repeal/Delay Cadillac tax (S684, HR 748)
• 40 Hour week

– Undoing Administration Activity

• Rx Cost Reduction Proposals
• “Surprise” OOP Legislation
• ACA Constitutional Court Challenge (more
below)
8
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ASSOCIATION HEALTH PLANS

Final rules issued on June 19, 2018
• Creates class of AHPs that are entitled to large group plan status at the federal
level
• Does so by reinterpreting the ERISA section 3(5) definition of “employer” to
include a qualifying group or association of employers
• Compared to past guidance on what constitutes a “bona fide employer
association,” liberalizes the rules for purposes of when an association can
sponsor the new qualifying AHP and obtain large group treatment
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• AHPs can be offered (i) to employers within a geographically limited area
across industries, or (ii) to employers in the same industry without geographic
restrictions
• AHPs can include small or large employers
• AHPs can include (or even be limited to) sole proprietors, including those
without any common law employees. (The Final Rule refers to these
individuals as “working owners”)
• AHPs be self-funded or fully insured under federal law; but many states
prohibit self-funded AHPs
• AHPs must be sponsored by a qualifying group of employers or associations
• AHPs must meet organizational requirements
• AHPs must meet control requirements
• AHPs must comply with certain nondiscrimination requirements

Sole proprietors can participate
Even sole proprietors who lack a common law employee can
participate; however to be eligible to participate, the “working owner”
must:
Have an ownership right of any nature in the trade or business;
Earning wages or self-employment income from the trade or business;
AND
Work at least 20 hours per or at least 80 per month providing personal
services to the trade or business.
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The AHP Rule applies the HIPAA/ACA health nondiscrimination rules at the AHPlevel.
Specifically:
• Membership in the group or association cannot be based on any health factor
• The group or association cannot establish eligibility rules that discriminate on
the basis of a health factor
• The group or association cannot discriminate with regard to premiums based
on health factors
• Prohibits eligibility distinctions and premium differences between individual
employers based on health status (including claims experience, for example)
• However, associations can set rates based on bona fide employment-based
classifications (such as part-time or full-time), or based on geography or
industry type.
• Non-health factors include age and gender

State law and Final Rule – State law is key!
• ERISA preemption and state regulation of AHPs/MEWAs
• State laws on AHPs/MEWAs
• State health coverage mandates for fully insured coverage
• State legal challenges to DOL/Administration
• Discovery proceeding in State of New York et al. v. United States
Department of Labor et al (Judge Castel)
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Implications for Account-Based Plans
• Regardless of AHP provisions and state law, IRS provisions do not
recognize multiple employer plan. Thus, even if AHP contracts for
services . . .
– Each employer must have own cafeteria plan
– Each employer must have own FSAs
– Discrimination testing is on an employer by employer basis
– ACA reporting and compliance likely required on an employer by employer basis

Mental Health Parity

16
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Overview

Original Mental Health Parity Act (1996)

– Impacted Benefit Maximum -- But Not Deductible or Copayment
Requirements
– N/A Substance Abuse Treatment
– Small Employer Exception (50 or Fewer Employees)
•

Wellstone Act (effective plan years commencing on or after 10/4/2009)
– Applies to substance abuse
– True benefit “parity” requirement (copayments, coinsurance,
service/treatment limitations, etc)
• Not really a rule of parity!!!! You may have to provide mental
health/substance abuse under more favorable terms

17

Requirements of MHPAEA
• Generally: Financial requirements and
treatment limitations applied to MH and SA
benefits in a category can be no more restrictive
than the financial requirements/treatment
limitations applied to Medical/benefits
• Financial requirements:
– Cumulative and non-cumulative

• Treatment limitations

– Quantitative (e.g. limits on visits)
– Non-quantitative (e.g. preauthorization)
18
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“Categories”
•

Financial requirements and treatment limitations are applied within “categories”:
– Inpatient/in-network
– Inpatient/out of network
– Outpatient/in-network
– Outpatient/out of network
– Emergency Care
– Prescription Drugs

•

“Specialist” is not a separate category

•

May treat office visits as separate sub-category within outpatient categories

•

Special rule for tiered networks

19

Cumulative Financial Requirements
• “Cumulative” Financial Requirements

– If the requirement is determined based on the
amount of expenses incurred, then it is a
cumulative requirement
– Cannot apply a cumulative financial requirement
in a “category” that accumulates separately for
MH and/or SA benefits
– Applicable to:
• Deductibles
• OOP maximums

20
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“No More Restrictive”
• A plan may not apply any financial requirement
or [quantitative] treatment limitation to MH or SA
benefits in any category that is:
– More restrictive than the predominant financial
requirement or treatment limitation applied to
substantially all medical/surgical benefits in the
same category
– 2 tests for measuring benefits:
• Predominant
• Substantially All

– Special rule for prescription drugs
21

Measuring Benefits
•

Measure benefits within a category

•

Identify “types” of financial requirements/treatment limitations
– Copayment
– Coinsurance
– Days limit
– Treatment limit

•

Identify levels

•

Determine expected plan benefits for plan year for benefits subject to a
type of financial requirement/treatment limitation in each category
– Special rule for zero level

22
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Measuring Benefits
• Based on amount the plan “allows”—not on what
it pays specifically.
• Any reasonable method may be used
• Do not have to recalculate each year if no plan
design changes that would affect financial
requirement/treatment limitation
• Determine first by type (this is for purposes of
substantially all test)
• Then determine by “level” (this is for purposes of
predominant test)
23

Measuring Benefits
• Substantially All Test:

– May impose a type of financial
requirement/treatment limitation on MH/SA
benefits in a category ONLY IF 2/3 of all
medical/surgical benefits in that same category
are subject to the same type of financial
requirement/ treatment limitation

• If not, THEN YOU CANNOT IMPOSE ANY
FINANCIAL REQUIREMENTS/TREATMENT
LIMITATIONS ON MH/SA IN THAT CATEGORY!!!!!

– If yes, then move to predominant test

24
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Measuring Benefits
• Predominant Test:
– Applies only if multiple levels of a type
• Various benefits within a category are subject to 10%,
20% or 30% coinsurance depending on the benefit
– The level applied is predominate IF applied to more than
½ of medical/surgical benefits in that category
– If no level equals ½, then:
• Combine levels until combination exceeds ½ (apply
least restrictive in the combination) or
• Treat the least restrictive as the predominate

– Special rule for zero level

25

Non-quantitative Treatment
Limitations
• General rule: a plan may not impose a nonquantitative treatment limitation with respect to
MH/SA benefits in any classification unless,
under the terms of the plan OR IN OPERATION,
any processes, strategies, evidentiary standards
(Standards) or other factors used in applying the
nonquantitative treatment limitation to MH/SA
are comparable to the Standards applied to
medical/surgical and are applied no more
stringently to MH/SA
26
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Non-quantitative Treatment
Limitations
• What is a NQT Limitation:
– Pre-authorization
– Medical necessity
– UCR determinations
– Definitions of providers
– Definition of facilities
• Intermediate care

– Others?

27

Volumes of Guidance in MHPAEA Arena
• See ACA FAQs Parts 31 and 34
• DOL Self Audit Document – 23 pages of compliance bliss
– www.dol.gov/sites/default/files/ebsa/aboutebsa/our-activities/resourcecenter/publications/compliance-assistance-guideappendix-a-mhpaea.pdf
– Quote of the day – “Make showing compliance simple”
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EEOC AND WELLNESS REGULATIONS

EEOC Wellness Regulations
• ADA generally prohibits covered employers from making
disability-related
inquiries
or
requiring
medical
examinations, unless examination or inquiry is job-related
and consistent with business necessity
• Exception to this prohibition for voluntary employee
health programs
• May 17, 2016 - EEOC published final wellness program
regs under ADA and GINA (will focus on ADA)
– Effective for plan years beginning in 2017
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EEOC Wellness Regulations
• EEOC final wellness regs:

– Maximum permissible incentive for a wellness program
- 30% of cost of self-only coverage under plan.
– Similar, but not identical to, limit under 3-agency ACA
regulations

• EEOC concerned that:

– Statute only provides exception for voluntary wellness
programs
– Higher incentives would render the wellness program
involuntary.

EEOC Wellness Regulations
• Final ACA regulations limit incentives in “health-contingent” wellness
program where individual:
–must satisfy a standard related to a health factor to obtain a reward,
or
–must undertake more than a similarly situated individual based on a
health factor in order to obtain a reward
• EEOC ADA regs apply if wellness program is either:
– health-contingent wellness program, or
– involves disability-related inquiries or requires a medical
examination
• A particular wellness program may be subject to both sets of regs,
neither, or one but not the other
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EEOC Wellness Regulations
•

Employers have challenged both EEOC’s authority to limit wellness program incentives and
specific limits imposed by the EEOC

•

One basis for challenge is the statutory ‘‘insurance safe harbor’’ in the ADA.
– Provides exception to ADA prohibitions for “bona fide” benefit plan under certain
conditions
– Employers prevailed under statute in Seff v. Broward Cnty., (11th Cir. 2012); EEOC v.
Flambeau, Inc., (W.D. Wis. 2015)

• EEOC in final ADA wellness regs:
– Emphatically rejected employers’ position
– Inserted explicit provision in final regulations stating that ADA insurance safe harbor does
not apply to wellness programs

EEOC Wellness Regulations
•

AARP also challenged EEOC regulations but from very different perspective

•

AARP – EEOC has authority to limit incentives under wellness programs but
limits in regs are arbitrarily assigned and too high

•

In August, 2017, district court held that EEOC had failed to provide a reasoned
explanation for the limits in the regs. AARP v. EEOC, 267 F. Supp. 3d 14
(D.D.C. 2017).
– At that time, did not vacate regs
– Remanded regs to EEOC for further consideration
– EEOC has withdrawn the incentive portions of the regulations
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EEOC Wellness Regulations
• Unlikely to get new final EEOC wellness regulations for at least several years
• Employers’ claim that insurance safe harbor applies may have to overcome Chevron
deference
• Otherwise, statute will still require wellness programs subject to ADA to be
“voluntary” – but not clear what this means
– In particular, not clear if large incentive renders the program involuntary
– EEOC v. Orion Energy Sys., Inc., 208 F. Supp. 3d 989 (E.D. Wis. 2016) said amount
of incentive does not affect whether voluntary
• Decided under standard that will be in effect in 2019
• But, just one district court case

DOL Enforcement of ACA Wellness Rules
• Acosta v Macy’s

– DOL filed complaint where employer plan
required completion of smoking cessation course
AND cessation of smoking
– Must reimburse surcharges: elimination of
surcharge prospectively insufficient
– ERISA plan asset issue (careful drafting)

• Separately, DOL extracts $160k settlement and
assesses $ 30k 502(l) penalty for wellness
program violation.

– https://www.dol.gov/newsroom/releases/ebsa/eb
sa20181130
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Affordable Care Act (ACA)
Recap

Challenges Facing Employers
•

Compliance Costs
– Health insurance reforms
• Additional benefits (preventive care, dependent coverage, no annual/lifetime
maximum caps)
– Cadillac Tax
– Employer shared responsibility (50 or more FTEs in preceding year)
– Reporting Requirements
• E.g. 6055 individual mandate
• E.g. W-2 reporting
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Taxes and Fees
•
•

Cadillac Tax
Beginning in 2022, ACA imposes a 40 percent excise tax on:
– “Coverage providers:” for the sum of months in which the aggregate value of
employer sponsored health coverage for the employee exceeds:
• 1/12 of $10,200 for single coverage and $27,500 for family coverage
– The higher family threshold applies to both single and family
coverage offered under a multiemployer plan
– These amounts are to be adjusted automatically if health costs
increase by more than anticipated before 2018
– The thresholds are increased by CPI
– An employer may make an adjustment to reduce the cost of plans
when calculating the tax if the employer’s age and gender
demographics are not representative of a national average
• The annual limit for retirees between ages 55 and 64, individuals
engaged in certain high-risk professions is increased to $11,850 for
individual coverage and $30,950 for family coverage

Excise Tax Details
•

Calculation is performed annually based on
–

Medical/Rx coverage value, regardless of whether self-funded or fully-insured, with composite
premium rates by plan/tier, plus

–

•

Pre-tax account funding by employer OR employee (includes FSA and HSA)

Assessment based on gross premium equivalent rates, so employee contributions do not
matter

•

Cost is determined for each employee/retiree and then summed across the entire
population
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Excise Tax Details

• Because IRC 4980I is an excise tax, all employers
may be subject to tax:
o Private, for-profit employers regardless of size
o Non-profit and tax-exempt entities
o Governmental entities

Excise Tax Details
•

$10,200 Self Only Coverage (will be adjusted for 2022)

•

$27,500 “Other than Self Only
o Employee & spouse
o Employee & Child(ren)
o Family

•

Tax is on “excess benefits” above thresholds. Indexed in years.

•

Then.... it gets more complicated –
o Multiplied by a Health Care Adjustment % formula, based on FEHBP plan
o

Increased by age/gender adjusted excess amounts

o

High Risk Professions & Retiree Coverage

o

COLA adjustments after 2018- complicated formula

o Higher “Family” amount applies to multiemployer plan coverage
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4980H in a Nutshell
•

Sledgehammer Bucket
– You fail to offer coverage through an eligible employer sponsored
plan to 95% of your employees who qualify as a full-time employee to
whom coverage must be offered (and their dependent children) and
ONE employee who qualified as a full-time employee to whom
coverage must be offered receives a subsidy in the Exchange
– 1/12 of $2000 ($167) x all employees of the controlled group member
who qualified as a full-time employee to whom coverage must be
offered reduced by the employer’s allocable share of 30
– The reason that employee receives subsidy is not relevant

4980H in a Nutshell

• Tackhammer Bucket
– Employer satisfies substantially all test but does not offer
affordable, minimum value coverage through an eligible
employer sponsored plan to 100% of its employees who
qualify as full-time employee to whom qualifying coverage
must be offered (and their dependent children) and a fulltime employee to whom coverage must be offered
receives a subsidy in the exchange
– 1/12 of $3000 ($250) x the total number of full-time
employees who receive a subsidy in the Exchange that
month
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4980H in a Nutshell
•

Compliance with 4980H determined on controlled group member basis

•

Full-time employee
– Any common law employee who has the requisite hours of service to qualify as a full-time
employee

•

2 methods for identifying employees who qualify as a full-time employee
– Look back measurement
– Monthly measurement

4980H in a Nutshell
•

“Offer” coverage
– Effective opportunity to enroll or decline each year

•

Affordability
– safe harbors

• W-2 wages (annual determination)
• Rate of pay
• FPL
– Affordability in Exchange is based on household income
•

6056 Reporting
– Provide coverage offer information for each month during the year with
respect to each employee who qualifies as a full-time employee at least 1
month
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ACA Reporting
• IRS 226J Letters – respond promptly, request
extension as needed
– Dilemma – bad reporting vs no extension of
coverage
– 2016 Letters starting to be issued

Not All Fun and Games at Dave &
Busters
• 12/7/18 Court preliminarily approved estimated
$7.4 M settlement proposal for employees
whose jobs were interfered with on account of
health care eligibility (ERISA 510 claim)
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The ACA and its Constitutionality

49

How did we get here?
• NFIB v. Sebellius

– Individual mandate unconstitutional under
Commerce Clause BUT a valid exercise of
Congress’ taxing authority

• TCJA

– Through reconciliation, Congress eliminated the
individual mandate penalty but not the mandate
itself
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How did we get here?
• 20 states and 2 individuals filed suit in Northern District
of Texas claiming that:
– Individual mandate, as amended by TCJA, is unconstitutional;
not severable from ACA

• Stay issued on December 30 pending appeal

– THIS MEANS THAT THE ENTIRE ACA
REMAINS IN FULL EFFECT IN ALL 50
STATES!

Where are we going?
• Appeal to 5th Circuit

– Ruling likely sometime in late 2019

• Will it go to the Supremes?

– If 5th Circuit affirms, then Supremes likely to
grant cert; decision sometime in 2020
– If 5th Circuit reverses, then ?
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What if decision is upheld?

• No changes in health plans likely before 2021, at the
earliest.
• And even then, will plans make extensive changes once the
ACA is gone? All we can do is speculate!

What if decision is upheld?
•

Changes in plan designs we may see if ACA ends (changes that will make plans
look more like pre-ACA plans):
– Imposition of annual and lifetime limits on benefits
– Increased OOP maximums
– Emergency care allowed amount calculations
• Higher out of network coinsurance
• Allowed amount flexibility
– Increased premiums
• Affordability, as defined by the Government, no longer an issue
– Longer waiting periods
• E.g. first of month following 90 days as opposed to 90 days
– Greater restrictions/limitations on services provided by chiropractors
–

No SBCs
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What if decision is upheld?
•

(Popular) plan designs driven by ACA that are less likely to be impacted if ACA
is gone:
– 100% Preventive care
• It may not continue to be as expansive as required by ACA but
plans will likely continue to provide 100% coverage
– No pre-ex exclusions
– Dependent child coverage to age 26
• We may see marriage and/or “other coverage” exclusions but
coverage will likely otherwise continue for children until age 26
– Minimum value coverage (or something close to it)

What if decision is upheld?
•

Areas of uncertainty
– Terms of eligibility driven by employer “mandate”?
• Will we see pre-ACA definitions of full-time employee?
• Hard to take away what has already been given.
• Likely to see some traditional exclusions reinstated:
– Seasonal
– Temporary employees
– Fully insured markets—especially individual and small group market rules?
– Resurgence of HRAs?
• Integration rules will go away, which could lead to more “stand alone” HRAs
for groups that were offered coverage solely because of the employer
“mandate”
• Smaller employers may use HRAs to pay premiums for individual coverage
without the limitations otherwise imposed on permissible premium
reimbursement HRAs by the recent proposed rules
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What do we do in the meantime?
• Well, nothing for the time being

– It is status quo until the appeal process plays out

• But, we should be contemplating NOW the
impact on our plans and our clients’ plans
should the decision be upheld

Agency Activity:
QSEHRAs, HRAs, and STLDI
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HRA Update Agenda
•

Overview and HRA historical perspective

– HRAs today: 4 Types
– Two new HRAs under proposed rule
•

QSEHRAs

•

New HRA options

– ICHRA
– EBHRA
•

Looking ahead

– Comments on proposed rules
– Keeping it all straight and putting it all in perspective

Overview and HRA Historical
Perspective: How We Got Here
Defining features: IRS Notice 2002-45
•

Must be “paid for solely by the employer”—no cafeteria plan pre-tax
salary reduction funding
– Reimbursements limited to Code § 213(d) medical expenses
• No direct or indirect cash-outs (but spend-down is possible)
– Can reimburse up to a maximum amount, and carry unused amounts
forward to increase the maximum in later periods
• Carryover feature is not required
– General compliance requirements for employer health plans apply
• ERISA, HIPAA, COBRA, etc
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Overview and HRA Historical
Perspective: How We Got Here
•

Two ACA provisions are problematic for HRAs
• ACA prohibition on annual dollar limits for EHBs
• ACA requirement to cover preventive services without cost-sharing

•

Most HRAs can only satisfy these ACA provisions through “integration” with primary medical GHP
• Unless HRA satisfies an exception, it must rely on integration with another GHP
• Integration with individual insurance policies is not allowed (2013-54)
– Effectively prohibits use of HRA to pay for individual medical insurance coverage for
active employees (would create an impermissible “employer payment plan”)
– Note: QSEHRA rules (later slides) establish a limited exception for small employers
– New proposed HRA regulation provides a broader exception for certain HRAs

Overview and HRA Historical
Perspective: Current Permitted HRAs
• Retiree only HRAs
• Limited purpose (vision/dental) HRAs
• “Integrated” HRAs for individuals actually
covered under another GHP
• Limited reimbursement

– Copayments, coinsurance, deductibles, and premiums
under the non-HRA GHP and excepted benefits

• Minimum value

– Can reimburse any 213(d) expense other than individual
medical insurance

• QSEHRAs
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Proposed HRA Rules
– Effective 1/1/2020 NOT BEFORE
– Two new types of HRAs:

• Integrated with Individual Market Insurance
(ICHRA) &
• Excepted Benefit HRA (EBHRA)

– Employer cannot offer both an ICHRA and
EBHRA to same class of employees
– For ICHRA, cannot offer choice between ICHRA
and GHP
– Proposed rule also addressed:

• Special enrollment period for individual coverage
and
• ERISA status of integrated individual coverage

ICHRA – Integrated with Individual
Market Insurance HRA
QSEHRAs Unleashed

– QSEHRA capabilities (and QSEHRA-like
requirements) without many QSEHRA limitations
• Available to employers of all sizes
• Can offer other GHP to other classes or otherwise
within controlled group
• Can offer excepted benefit GHP coverage to
ICHRA eligible individuals
• Benefit not capped at QSEHRA limits
• Compatible with FSA
• Simpler nondiscrimination requirements
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ICHRA – Integrated with Individual
Market Insurance HRA
Enrollment:
• Must be enrolled in individual health insurance coverage
• Must verify enrollment
• Employer cannot offer ICHRA to same employees if offer another GHP
providing non-excepted benefit coverage to same class of employees
– Class
• Employer can divide employees only into specific classes
• Must offer ICHRA on same terms to all employees within same class
– Exceptions for age, family size, former employees
• Permissible classes: Full-time, part-time, seasonal, collectively bargained,
under age 25, within 90-day waiting period, foreign & work abroad, and
working in same rating area
• Unclear if permissible: hourly versus salaried, CBA by CBA, geographic
location

–

ICHRA – Integrated with Individual
Market Insurance HRA
Opt Out

• Employers must allow participants to opt out of future reimbursements at least annually
• Because ICHRA coverage can cause individual to be ineligible for premium tax credit
• At termination of employment, employer must allow opt out or forfeiture
–

Can reimburse:
• Premiums/contributions for individual health insurance (IM) and
• Unreimbursed medical expenses
• Not applicable to GHP coverage or Medicare
– Presumably the small employer rules in final regs and Notice 2015-17 continue to apply

–

Substantiation
• Must have reasonable procedure to verify enrollment in individual health insurance
• Must verify all expenses being reimbursed

–
66

Notice
• Must provide QSEHRA-like written notice to participants at least 90 days before start of plan year
and no later than date on which participant first eligible
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ICHRA – Integrated with Individual
Market Insurance HRA
•

ICHRA will constitute MEC and may also be affordable coverage (Notice 2018-88)
• The ICHRA qualifies as minimum essential coverage (MEC).
– Consequently, it counts toward 95% coverage eligibility requirement under
Code Section 4980H(a) (aka the “sledgehammer”) for that month.
• It is also possible for the ICHRA to be considered affordable and minimum value
for purpose of the tax under Section 4980H(b) (aka the “tackhammer” tax).
– The ICHRA coverage is considered affordable for a month if the required
contribution (the excess of the self only premium for the lowest cost silver
plan in the applicable rating area over 1/12 of the annual reimbursement
from the ICHRA for self only coverage) is less than the product of the
required contribution percentage (9.86% in 2019) and 1/12 of the
employee’s household income.
– Employers may continue to use the affordability safe harbors to determine
affordability since they will not know the employee’s household income.

EBHRA - Excepted Benefit HRA
•

New excepted benefit category
– Employer cannot offer both an ICHRA and EBHRA to same class of
employees
– Requirements:
• Must offer other major medical coverage
– FSA-like “footprint” rule
• $1,800 annual limited (subject to indexing) not including any
carryover
• Must be made available to all similarly situated employees
• Can reimburse:
– Medical expenses or
– Premiums/contributions for COBRA, excepted benefit
coverage, or STLDI

68
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Other Provisions of Proposed HRA
Rule
•

Special Enrollment
• Two new special enrollment periods for individual coverage
– Where employer begins offering ICHRA or QSEHRA mid-year
– Where employee becomes eligible for ICHRA or QSEHRA mid-year
– ERISA
• Integrated individual coverage not subject to ERISA if:
– Voluntary participation
– No employer selection or endorsement
– Limits on reimbursement
– No consideration received by employer
– Annual notification
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Looking Ahead: Where is the Best
“Fit” for New HRAs?
– ICHRA may be a good fit for small/medium sized
employer
• IM coverage availability and cost issues

– ICHRA may be a good fit for individuals to whom
coverage is not otherwise extended
– EBHRA may be an excellent addition where an
HSA is not otherwise offered

for HRAs?
70
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Looking Ahead: Where is the Best
“Fit” for New HRAs?
– But imagine if you will, a universe where
individual major medical coverage is competitive
in price with group offerings . . .
• HRA may expand reach of individual medical
coverage well beyond current market

for HRAs?
71

Looking Ahead: Planning for 2020
HRA Type

Eligible expenses

FSA Compatible

HSA Compatible

COBRA

4980H credit

Impact of other
employer GHP
eligibility for class

Nondiscrimination
requirement

ICHRA

IM and OOP medical,
no GHP

Y

Likely yes if restricted
to HDHP IM

Y to HRA. Possibly on
IM unless ERISA n/a

possible

ICHRA not available

Possibly IRC 105(h)(or
4980H FT/PT
definitions) and
consistency within
class

QSEHRA

IM and OOP medical,
no pre-tax GHP

N, employer/controlled
group) cannot sponsor
other GHP

Likely yes if restricted
to HDHP IM

No

n/a

QSEHRA not available

Must be extended to all
non-excludable
employees

Retiree Only HRA

All 213 expenses

Y

Likely yes if restricted
to HDHP IM and post
deductible

Y

n/a

No impact

IRC 105(h)

EBHRA

OOP and , COBRA,
and excepted benefit
coverage (including
STLDI)

Y

Yes if limited to vision
and dental expenses

Y

no

Other GHP eligibility
required

IRC 105(h)

Limited Purpose HRA

Vision and dental
expenses only

Y

Yes

Y

no

No impact

IRC 105(h)

Integrated HRA

OOP medical only, no
IM

Y

Likely yes if restricted
to HDHP IM and post
deductible

Y

possible

Required to be
integrated

IRC 105(h)
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Final Short Term Limited Duration
Insurance (STLDI) Regs
• Changes

– Expands duration from 3 months to 12 months
– Allows insurers to renew for up to 36 months

• Impact

– Will likely further undercut Exchange markets
– Inclusion as an ICHRA Option could expand
popularity well beyond current reach
– Current litigation challenging ability to offer
STLDI
– House E&C Committee questioning STLDI

HIPAA Privacy and Security
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HIPAA Privacy Compliance

HIPAA Service Provider Gut Check
•

Do you have business associate agreements in place with all clients

•

Have all clients issued privacy notices and updated them (reminder
notice every three years).

•

Do clients have . . .
– Privacy and Security Policy and Procedures document
– WRITTEN risk assessment

•

Do YOU have . . .
– Privacy and Security Policy and Procedures document
– WRITTEN risk assessment

•

Is any consideration being received for use of PHI (including enrollment
info)

•

M&A consequences of business, vendors, etc
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HIPAA Breach Reporting Tool HBRT
(Aka Wall of Shame)
• https://ocrportal.hhs.gov/ocr/breach/breach_report.jsf
Name of
Covered
Entity

State

Covered
Entity
Type

Individua
ls
Affected

Breach
Submissi
on Date

Type of
Breach

Location
of
Breached
Informati
on

West Virginia
Public
Employees
Insurance
Agency
UConn Health

WV

Health Plan

1400

02/27/2019

Hacking/IT
Incident

Network Server

CT

326629

02/21/2019

CT

2030

01/30/2019

HealthEquity,
Inc.

UT

Business
Associate

165800

11/17/2018

Hacking/IT
Incident
Hacking/IT
Incident
Hacking/IT
Incident

Email

Aetna

Healthcare
Provider
Health Plan

Email
Email

HIPAA
•

OCR Concludes 2018 with All-Time Record Year for HIPAA Enforcement
– February 7, 2019 OCR has concluded an all-time record year in HIPAA
enforcement activity. In 2018, OCR settled 10 cases and secured one
judgment, together totaling $28.7 million. This total surpassed the previous
record of $23.5 million from 2016 by 22 percent. In addition, OCR also
achieved the single largest individual HIPAA settlement in history of $16
million with Anthem, Inc., representing a nearly three-fold increase over the
previous record settlement of $5.5 million in 2016.
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HIPAA
•

Just Released OCR Report to Congress

– Complaints Up, Investigations Up, Compliance Reviews Up
– What leads to a compliance review?
• 371 of 396 2017 closed cases were as a result of a follow-up investigation to a
500+ reported breach
• 345 (84%) paid a fine and/or had a corrective action plan
– OCR 2015-2017 Audit activity
• OCR completed desk audits and its examination of documentation for 166 covered
entities in September 2017 and 41 business associates in December 2017. These
audits found that all types of audited entities fail to implement effective risk analysis
and risk management strategies pursuant to the HIPAA Security Rule, and most
audited entities fail to adequately safeguard protected health information and
ensure individual access as required by the HIPAA Privacy Rule.
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11:55 LEGAL AND ENFORCEMENT UPDATE FROM 		
		
THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
		 Robert M. Lewis, Jr., U.S. Department of Labor, 		
		
Office of the Solicitor, Atlanta

12:55 PANEL DISCUSSION: DEVELOPMENTS AND 		
		
TRENDS WITH REGARD TO ASSOCIATION 		
		 HEALTH PLANS AND MULTIPLE-EMPLOYER/		
		
ASSOCIATION RETIREMENT PLANS
		 Nicole D. Bogard, Seyfarth Shaw LLP, Atlanta
		 David A. Benoit
		
Robert M. Lewis, Jr.
		 TBD Speaker invited from the U.S. Treasury 			
		
Dept., Internal Revenue Service
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ASSOCIATION HEALTH PLANS
AND ASSOCIATION
RETIREMENT PLANS
March 27, 2019
Nicole Bogard

Seyfarth Shaw LLP

“Seyfarth Shaw” refers to Seyfarth Shaw LLP (an Illinois limited liability partnership).
©2019 Seyfarth Shaw LLP. All rights reserved.

ASSOCIATION HEALTH PLANS (AHP)

©2019 Seyfarth Shaw LLP. All rights reserved. Private and Confidential
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ASSOCIATION HEALTH PLANS (AHP)
• Group health plan established or maintained by a bona fide
group or association of employers
• Effective Dates
– Fully insured health plans – September 1, 2018
– Existing self-insured AHPs – January 1, 2019
– New self-insured AHPs – April 1, 2019
• 29 CFR § 2510.3-5

2019 Seyfarth Shaw LLP. All rights reserved. Private and Confidential

3

ASSOCIATION HEALTH PLANS (AHP)
• Group Health Plan is an Employee Welfare Benefit Plan to the extent
the plan provides medical care to employees through insurance,
reimbursement or otherwise (ERISA § 733(a)(1))
• Employee Welfare Benefit Plan is a plan, fund, or program established
or maintained by an Employer, employee organization, or by both for
the purpose of providing for its participants or their beneficiaries,
through the purchase of insurance or otherwise, medical, surgical or
hospital care or benefits (ERISA § 3(1))
• Employer under ERISA means any person acting directly as an
employer, or indirectly in the interest of an employer, in relation to an
employee benefit plan; and includes a group or association of
employers acting for an employer in such capacity (ERISA § 3(5))
2019 Seyfarth Shaw LLP. All rights reserved. Private and Confidential
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ASSOCIATION HEALTH PLANS (AHP)
• Bona Fide Group or Association of Employers
– Primary purpose of the group or association may be to offer
and provide health coverage to its employer members and
their employees, but must have at least one substantial
business purpose unrelated to providing health coverage to
employer members and their employees
– Substantial business purpose is considered to exist if the
group or association would be a viable entity in the absence of
sponsoring an employee benefit plan

2019 Seyfarth Shaw LLP. All rights reserved. Private and Confidential

5

BONA FIDE GROUP OR ASSOCIATION OF
EMPLOYERS (ASSOCIATION)
– Each employer member of the association participating in the
group health plan is a person acting directly as an employer of
at least one employee who is a participant covered under the
plan
§ Working owners treated as employer and employee if
- own trade or business
- earn wages from self-employment
- work on average at least 20 hours per week or 80 hours per month or
the earnings from the trade or business is at least the owner’s cost of
coverage for the owner and any covered beneficiaries in any group
health plan sponsored by the group or association in which the
individual is participating or is eligible to participate

2019 Seyfarth Shaw LLP. All rights reserved. Private and Confidential
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ASSOCIATION
– The association has a formal organizational structure with a
governing body and has by-laws or other similar indications of
formality
– The function and activities of the association are controlled by
its employer members, and the association’s employer
members that participate in the group health plan control the
plan (form and substance)

2019 Seyfarth Shaw LLP. All rights reserved. Private and Confidential

7

ASSOCIATION
– Employer members have a commonality of interest
§ Same trade, industry, line of business or profession
§ Each employer has a principal place of business in the same
region that does not exceed the boundaries of a single State or
metropolitan area (even if the metropolitan area includes more
than one State)

2019 Seyfarth Shaw LLP. All rights reserved. Private and Confidential
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ASSOCIATION
– Health coverage through the association’s group health plan
only available to:
§ an employee of a current employer member of the association
§ a former employee of a current employer member of the
association who became eligible for coverage under the group
health plan when the former employee was an employee of the
employer
§ a beneficiary of the employee or former employee

2019 Seyfarth Shaw LLP. All rights reserved. Private and Confidential

9

ASSOCIATION

– Association and health coverage offered by the association
comply with nondiscrimination rules
– Association is not a health insurance issuer or owned or
controlled by a health insurance issuer

2019 Seyfarth Shaw LLP. All rights reserved. Private and Confidential
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NONDISCRIMINATION RULES
• Association must not condition employer membership in the
association on a Health Factor of any individual who is or may
become eligible to participate in the association’s group health
plan
• Association’s group health plan may not discrimination as to
eligibility for benefits, premiums or contributions based upon
Health Factors
• Association may not treat employees of different employer
members of the association as distinct groups of similarlysituated individuals based on a Health Factor of one or more
individuals
2019 Seyfarth Shaw LLP. All rights reserved. Private and Confidential
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NONDISCRIMINATION
• Health Factor means
– Health status
– Medical condition
– Claims experience
– Receipt of health care
– Medical history
– Genetic information
– Evidence of insurability
– Disability
• 29 CFR § 2590.702
2019 Seyfarth Shaw LLP. All rights reserved. Private and Confidential
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NONDISCRIMINATION - ELIGIBILITY
• Association group health plan may not establish any rule for
eligibility to enroll for benefits that discriminates based on any
Health Factor that relates to the individual or the member
employer
– Enrollment
– Waiting periods
– Late and special enrollment

2019 Seyfarth Shaw LLP. All rights reserved. Private and Confidential

13

NONDISCRIMINATION - BENEFITS
• Deductibles, copayments, coinsurance, out of pocket
maximums, coverage of treatment for certain conditions
• Exception for similarly situated individuals
– employment classification
§ full-time verse part-time
§ salaried verse hourly
§ union employees
§ date of hire
§ length of service

2019 Seyfarth Shaw LLP. All rights reserved. Private and Confidential
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NONDISCRIMINATION EXAMPLES
• Association A offers group health coverage to all members who
are restaurants located in a specified area. Restaurant B which
is located in the specified area has several employees with large
health claims and applies for membership in Association A.
Association A denies Restaurant B’s membership based on the
claims experience of the employees. Association A violates the
nondiscrimination rules based upon a Health Factor, claims
experience.

2019 Seyfarth Shaw LLP. All rights reserved. Private and Confidential
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NONDISCRIMINATION EXAMPLES
• Association G sponsors a group health plan available to all
employers doing business in Town H. Association G charges
Business I more for premiums than it charges other employer
members because Business I employs several individuals with
chronic illnesses. In this example, the employees of Business I
cannot be treated as a separate group of similarly situated
individuals from the other members based on a Health Factor.
Charging Business I higher premiums violates the
nondiscrimination rules.

2019 Seyfarth Shaw LLP. All rights reserved. Private and Confidential
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ASSOCIATION RETIREMENT PLANS
(ARP)

©2019 Seyfarth Shaw LLP. All rights reserved. Private and Confidential
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ASSOCIATION RETIREMENT PLANS (ARP)
• Executive Order issued on August 31, 2018: Strengthening
Retirement Security in America
– Policy to expand access to workplace retirement plans
– Targeting small businesses with goal to ease regulatory
requirements
• Directed Department of Labor (DOL)
– to examine ways to expand access to multiple employer plans
(MEPs) and other options
– to issue guidance regarding
§ a group or association of employers under ERISA
§ when MEPs can form a tax qualified retirement plan
§ reduce regulatory burdens
§ review mortality and required distribution requirements
2019 Seyfarth Shaw LLP. All rights reserved. Private and Confidential
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ASSOCIATION RETIREMENT PLANS (ARP)
• DOL issued proposed regulations on October 23, 2018
• New Regulation 29 CFR § 2510.3-55 Definition of Employer—
Association Retirement Plans and Other Multiple Employer
Pension Benefit Plans
– Generally expands and clarifies when employer groups and
associations and professional employer organizations (PEOs)
can be an employer under ERISA for purposes of sponsoring
a multiple employer defined contribution pension plan (MEP)

2019 Seyfarth Shaw LLP. All rights reserved. Private and Confidential
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ASSOCIATION RETIREMENT PLANS (ARP)
• Employee Pension Benefit Plan means any plan, fund, or program established or
maintained by an employer or by an employee organization, or by both, to the
extent that by its express terms or as a result of surrounding circumstances such
plan, fund, or program—provides retirement income to employees, or results in a
deferral of income by employees for periods extending to the termination of
covered employment or beyond (ERISA § 3(2))
• Individual Account Plan or Defined Contribution Plan means a pension plan which
provides for an individual account for each participant and for benefits based solely
upon the amount contributed to the participant's account, and any income,
expenses, gains and losses, and any forfeitures of accounts of other participants
which may be allocated to such participant's account (ERISA § 3(34))

2019 Seyfarth Shaw LLP. All rights reserved. Private and Confidential
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ASSOCIATION RETIREMENT PLANS (ARP)
• Employer under ERISA means any person acting directly as an employer, or
indirectly in the interest of an employer, in relation to an employee benefit plan; and
includes a group or association of employers acting for an employer in such
capacity (ERISA § 3(5))

2019 Seyfarth Shaw LLP. All rights reserved. Private and Confidential
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BONA FIDE GROUP OR ASSOCIATION OF
EMPLOYERS (ASSOCIATION)
• Bona Fide Group or Association of Employers
– Primary purpose of the group or association may be to offer
and provide MEP coverage to its employer members and their
employees, but must have at least one substantial business
purpose unrelated to providing MEP coverage to employer
members and their employees
§ Safe harbor: substantial business purpose is considered to exist if
the group or association would be a viable entity in the absence of
sponsoring an employee benefit plan
§ Business purpose includes promoting common business interests
of its members or the common economic interests in a given trade
or employer community and is not required to be a for-profit activity
2019 Seyfarth Shaw LLP. All rights reserved. Private and Confidential
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ASSOCIATION
– Each employer member of the association participating in the
MEP is a person acting directly as an employer of at least one
employee who is a participant covered under the plan
§ Working owners treated as both employer and employee if
- own the trade or business
- earn wages or self-employment income from the business
- works on average 20 hours per week or 80 hours per month or the
earnings from the trade or business is at least the owner’s cost of
coverage for the owner and any covered beneficiaries in any group
health plan sponsored by the group or association in which the
individual is participating or is eligible to participate

– The association has a formal organizational structure with a
governing body and has by-laws or other similar indications of
formality
2019 Seyfarth Shaw LLP. All rights reserved. Private and Confidential
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ASSOCIATION
– The function and activities of the association are controlled by
its employer members, and the group’s or association’s
employer members that participate in the MEP control the plan
(form and substance)
– Employer members have a commonality of interest
§ same trade, industry, line of business or profession
§ each employer has a principal place of business in the same region that
does not exceed the boundaries of a single state or metropolitan area
(even if the metropolitan area includes more than one state)
§ a group or association sponsoring a MEP and is also an employer
member will be deemed to be in the same trade, industry, line of business,
or profession, as applicable, as the other employer members of the group
or association

2019 Seyfarth Shaw LLP. All rights reserved. Private and Confidential
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ASSOCIATION
– Coverage through the association’s MEP only available to a
current or former employee of an employer member and their
beneficiaries
– The group or association is not a bank or trust company,
insurance issuer, broker-dealer, or other similar financial
services firm (including record keepers and third-party
administrators), or owned or controlled by such an entity or
any subsidiary or affiliate of such an entity, other than to the
extent such an entity, subsidiary or affiliate participates in the
group or association in its capacity as an employer member of
the group or association

2019 Seyfarth Shaw LLP. All rights reserved. Private and Confidential

25

BONA FIDE PROFESSIONAL EMPLOYER
ORGANIZATION (PEO)
• A professional employer organization (PEO) is a humanresource company that contractually assumes certain employer
responsibilities of its client employers
• A bona fide PEO meets the following conditions and is permitted
to establish a MEP
– performs substantial employment functions on behalf of its client employers,
and maintains adequate records relating to such functions
– has substantial control over the functions and activities of the MEP, as the
plan sponsor
– ensures that each client employer that adopts the MEP acts directly as an
employer of at least one employee who is a covered participant
– ensures that participation in the MEP is available only to employees and
former employees of the organization and client employers, and their
beneficiaries

2019 Seyfarth Shaw LLP. All rights reserved. Private and Confidential
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PEO: SUBSTANTIAL EMPLOYMENT FUNCTIONS
• The following criteria are relevant to the facts and circumstances
of whether a PEO performs substantial employment functions on
behalf of its client employers—if a PEO performs certain
combinations of these functions, it will be deemed to perform
substantial employment functions
– PEO is a “certified professional employer organization”
(CPEO) under Code section 7705(a)
– PEO has entered into a “service contract” under Code Section
within the meaning of section 7705(e)(2) with respect to its
client-employers that adopt the MEP with respect to the clientemployer employees participating in the MEP

2019 Seyfarth Shaw LLP. All rights reserved. Private and Confidential
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PEO: SUBSTANTIAL EMPLOYMENT FUNCTIONS
– PEO is responsible for payment of wages to employees of its
client-employers that adopt the plan without regard to the
receipt or adequacy of payment from those client-employers
– PEO is responsible for reporting, withholding, and paying any
applicable federal employment taxes for its client employers
that adopt the plan, without regard to the receipt or adequacy
of payment from those client-employers
– PEO is responsible for recruiting, hiring, and firing workers of
its client-employers that adopt the plan in addition to the clientemployer’s responsibility for recruiting, hiring, and firing
workers

2019 Seyfarth Shaw LLP. All rights reserved. Private and Confidential
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PEO: SUBSTANTIAL EMPLOYMENT FUNCTIONS
– PEO is responsible for establishing employment policies,
establishing conditions of employment, and supervising
employees of its client-employers that adopt the plan in
addition to the client-employer’s responsibility to perform these
same function
– PEO is responsible for providing workers’ compensation
coverage in satisfaction of applicable state law to employees
of its client-employers that adopt the plan, without regard to
the receipt or adequacy of payment from those clientemployers

2019 Seyfarth Shaw LLP. All rights reserved. Private and Confidential
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PEO: SUBSTANTIAL EMPLOYMENT FUNCTIONS
– PEO is responsible for integral human-resource functions of its
client-employers that adopt the plan, such as
§ job-description development, background screening, drug testing,
employee-handbook preparation, performance review, paid time-off
tracking, employee grievances, or exit interviews, in addition to the
client employer’s responsibility to perform these same functions

– PEO is responsible for regulatory compliance of its clientemployers participating in the plan in the areas of workplace
discrimination, family-and-medical leave, citizenship or
immigration status, workplace safety and health, or Program
Electronic Review Management labor certification, in addition
to the client-employer’s responsibility for regulatory
compliance
2019 Seyfarth Shaw LLP. All rights reserved. Private and Confidential
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PEO: SUBSTANTIAL EMPLOYMENT FUNCTIONS
– PEO continues to have employee-benefit-plan
obligations to MEP participants after the client employer
no longer contracts with the organization

2019 Seyfarth Shaw LLP. All rights reserved. Private and Confidential
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QUESTIONS

?
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Multiple Employer Plans
Overview
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1

Agenda
•Terminology
•Background
•IRS Guidance
•DOL Guidance -Association Retirement Plans Regulations
•State MEPs
•Federal MEP/PEP Legislation
•Roles & Responsibilities
•Summary
•Next Steps

Confidential. For AscensusInternal purpos es only. Not intended for use with or distribution to clients or the public.
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Terminology

Confidential. For AscensusInternal purpos es only. Not intended for use with or distribution to clients or the public.

3

Single employer plans
•Single Employer plan = a plan maintained by a single organization,
where all employees are treated like employees of the sponsor
– Can be more than one business participating in a single employer plan if
they are a single employer under the Controlled Group or Affiliated
Service Group definitions

4
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Multiple Employer Plans
• Multiple Employer Plan = A plan maintained by multiple employers
– Closed MEP = A MEP where participating employers have a
relationship, but not strong enough to be considered a single plan
• Must be some cohesive relationship between the provider of benefits and
the recipient of benefits unrelated to offering and providing MEP
coverage
–Employment-based common nexus; or
–Genuine economic or representational interest

– Open MEP = A MEP where participating employers have no
relationship. Open MEPs are not currently allowed under ERISA and
DOL interpretive guidance
5

Multiemployer Plans
• Multiemployer plan = a collectively bargained plan sponsored by a
labor union, for the benefit of more than one employer’s employees
– Employers usually within the same or related industry
– Often referred to as “Taft-Hartley plans”

• Multiemployer plan is not a Multiple Employer plan

6
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Executive Order on Strengthening Retirement
Security in America (Aug. 31, 2018)
•Policy: Expand access to workplace retirement plans
for American workers
•IRS and DOL should revise or eliminate costly and
burdensome rules that hinder formation of workplace
retirement plans
•Expansion of MEPs seen as an efficient way to
achieve its policy

BLS: Small business
less likely to offer
retirement plans –
only 53% of workers
at private firms with
less than 100
employees covered
Pew Trust: 71% of
small and medium
business deterred by
high costs; 37% quote
high costs as main
reason to not offer
plan

11

MEP directives under Executive Order

IRS
MEP
Guidance

By February 27, 2019
12
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IRS Guidance

Confidential. For AscensusInternal purpos es only. Not intended for use with or distribution to clients or the public.

13

IRS guidance anticipated
•Tax law permitting MEPs effective in 1974
•Does not require commonality, unlike DOL guidance
•IRS Guidance includes “One bad apple” rule
•Revised regulations in response to executive order expected soon

Confidential. For AscensusInternal purpos es only. Not intended for use with or distribution to clients or the public.
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Terminology
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3

Single employer plans
•Single Employer plan = a plan maintained by a single organization,
where all employees are treated like employees of the sponsor
– Can be more than one business participating in a single employer plan if
they are a single employer under the Controlled Group or Affiliated
Service Group definitions
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Multiple Employer Plans
• Multiple Employer Plan = A plan maintained by multiple employers
– Closed MEP = A MEP where participating employers have a
relationship, but not strong enough to be considered a single plan
• Must be some cohesive relationship between the provider of benefits and
the recipient of benefits unrelated to offering and providing MEP
coverage
–Employment-based common nexus; or
–Genuine economic or representational interest

– Open MEP = A MEP where participating employers have no
relationship. Open MEPs are not currently allowed under ERISA and
DOL interpretive guidance
5

Multiemployer Plans
• Multiemployer plan = a collectively bargained plan sponsored by a
labor union, for the benefit of more than one employer’s employees
– Employers usually within the same or related industry
– Often referred to as “Taft-Hartley plans”

• Multiemployer plan is not a Multiple Employer plan

6
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DOL Guidance:
Association Retirement Plans (ARPs)

Confidential. For AscensusInternal purpos es only. Not intended for use with or distribution to clients or the public.
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ARP Clarifies Existing Guidance

Clarifies, supersedes,
and expands existing
DOL guidance

Does not create
“open” MEPs

Confidential. For AscensusInternal purpos es only. Not intended for use with or distribution to clients or the public.
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ARP identifies 2 “employers” that can establish a MEP
•Bona Fide Group or Association of Employers
o 7 defined criteria replace the previous facts and
circumstances standard
o Excludes banks, trust company, insurance issues,
broker-dealers, and other financial services firms
from acting as sponsor
o Working owners are included in definition of
Employer
•Bona Fide Professional Employer Organization (PEOs) –
considered to be acting indirectly in the interest of
employers
Confidential. For AscensusInternal purpos es only. Not intended for use with or distribution to clients or the public.
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Commonality continues to be required but
redefined
•Commonality of Interest –Employers must either
o Be in the same trade, industry, line of business, or profession, or
o have a principal place of business in the same region that does not
exceed the boundaries of a single State or a metropolitan area
(even if the metropolitan area includes more than one State).
Allowed

Not Allowed

National Association of EggFarmers;
State Chamber of Commerce

NationalChamber of Commerce

Confidential. For AscensusInternal purpos es only. Not intended for use with or distribution to clients or the public.
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Final regulations still to come
•Multiple comment letters
•Primary suggestions
•Remove commonality requirements to allow open MEPs
•Allow Financial organization and service firms to be considered an
employer and sponsor for MEPs

Color Key

Confidential. For AscensusInternal purpos es only. Not intended for use with or distribution to clients or the public.

Types of MEPs
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Existing
Proposed

Closed MEP

Open MEP

Need relationship between
participating employers

No relationship between
participating employers

Existing Closed MEPs
Association Retirement Plans (ARP)
Professional Employer Org. (PEO)

Confidential. For AscensusInternal purpos es only. Not intended for use with or distribution to clients or the public.
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State MEP legislation

Confidential. For AscensusInternal purpos es only. Not intended for use with or distribution to clients or the public.

State MEP
• Rely upon DOL Interpretive Bulletin 2015-02
• States can establish MEPs because participating employers have
relationship (commonality/nexus) through the State
• Potential risk of being superseded by ARP regulations, but DOL has
communicated will not be

21
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State MEP Legislation
•Vermont is only state with enacted state MEP program
•Voluntary MEP
•TAG (Wolters Kluwer) selected as provider
•We know that Kentucky and Arkans as are considering state MEP
legislation again in 2019
•Have connected with Ascensus for input on proposals
•MEP model has been proposed in 7 other states in past

Color Key

Confidential. For AscensusInternal purpos es only. Not intended for use with or distribution to clients or the public.
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Existing
Proposed

Closed MEP

Open MEP

Need relationship between
participating employers

No relationship between
participating employers

Existing Closed MEPs
Association Retirement Plans (ARP)
Professional Employer Org. (PEO)
State MEP
Confidential. For AscensusInternal purpos es only. Not intended for use with or distribution to clients or the public.
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Federal Proposed
MEP/PEP Legislation
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Proposed MEP/PEP Legislation

Retirement
Enhancement
and Saving Act
(RESA)

Automatic
Retirement
Plan Act
(ARPA)

Small Business
Employees
Retirement
Enhancement
Act

Family
Savings Act

Confidential. For AscensusInternal purpos es only. Not intended for use with or distribution to clients or the public.
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Pooled Employer Plans (PEP)
•What is a Pooled Employer Plan
•An open MEP sponsored by a regi stered Pooled Plan Provider
(PPP)
•Can be a 401(a) or a traditional or Roth IRA employer plan
•What is a Pooled Plan Provider
•Named fiduciary
•Plan Administrator
•Entity responsible for performance of all administrative duties

Confidential. For AscensusInternal purpos es only. Not intended for use with or distribution to clients or the public.
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PEP Discussion
•Only open MEP design proposed
•Removes the need to have an empl oyer as the sponsor; can be
sponsored by a financial services provider
•No business commonality or geographic restrictions
•Fiduciary oversight moved to Pooled Plan Provider
•Offers “one bad apple” relief (also expected under IRS guidance)
•Significant support
•Bipartisan support in Congress
•Universal support from coalitions, affinity, business groups
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Color Key
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Types of MEPs

Existing
Proposed

Closed MEP

Open MEP

Need relationship between
participating employers

No relationship between
participating employers

Existing Closed MEPs
Association Retirement Plans (ARP)
Professional Employer Org. (PEO)

PEP

State MEP
Confidential. For AscensusInternal purpos es only. Not intended for use with or distribution to clients or the public.
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Roles & Responsibilities
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Questions?
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Appendix
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Attachments provided
•Common Terminology Applicable to Multiple Employer Plans
•IRS Publication 4222 –401(k) Plans for Small Businesses

Confidential. For AscensusInternal purpos es only. Not intended for use with or distribution to clients or the public.
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Aggregator Products (not MEPs)
Pool Services
•Investments
•Menu & Selection
•Common Investment Funding Vehicle (GAC or CIT)
•Administration
•TPA, recordkeeper, payroll provider
•3(16), 3(21), 3(38)
•Auditor
Single Employer Plan Services
•5500
•Testing
•Audit
•Eligibility & Vesting
Examples: TAG, Transamerica, 81-100 group trusts
Confidential. For AscensusInternal purpos es only. Not intended for use with or distribution to clients or the public.

ARP Bona fide Employer Group Criteria
The group or Association must:
1) Have a formal organizational structure,
2) Be controlled by its employer members,
3) Have at least one substantial business purpose unrelated to offering and
providing employee benefits to its employer members, and
4) Limit plan participation to employees and former employees of employer
members and their beneficiaries.
Also:
5) Employer members must have a commonality of interest;
6) Each employer must act directly as the employer of at least one employee
participating in the MEP; and
7) The group or association may not be a bank or trust company, insurance issuer,
broker-dealer, or other similar financial services firm (including pension record
keepers and third-party administrators)
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2018 Year In Review:
11th Circuit & Supreme Court
ERISA Case Law Update
10TH ANNUAL EMPLOYEE BENEFITS LAW SECTION SEMINAR
STATE BAR OF GEORGIA – March 27, 2019
Nancy B. Pridgen, Esq.
PRIDGEN LAW GROUP
ATLANTA, GEORGIA
nancy@pridgenlaw.com

2018 Year-in-Review:
ERISA Litigation in the
11th Circuit & Supreme Court

• Health Benefits
• Life/AD&D Benefits
• LTD Benefits
• Pension/ESOP Benefits
• Miscellaneous
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Health Benefits
• CNH Industrial N.V. v. Reese, 138 S.Ct.
761 (U.S. Feb 20, 2018) (retiree
heathcare benefits; plaintiffs alleged
CBA entitled them to lifetime benefits;
Yard-Man analysis; Court reversed 6th
Circuit, held no lifetime benefits).

Health Benefits
• Griffin v. Aetna Health Inc., 740 Fed. Appx.
169 (11th Cir. Aug. 24, 2018) (document
penalties; SPD requested; retroactive
assignment, not re-requested thereafter).
• Griffin v. United Healthcare of Ga. Inc.,
___ Fed. Appx. ___ , 2018 WL 5304739
(11th Cir. Oct. 25, 2018) (health benefits;
anti-assignment provision).
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Health Benefits
• Griffin v. Verizon Comms. Inc., 746 Fed.
Appx. 873 (11th Cir. Aug. 20, 2018) (antiassignment / selective enforcement
discrimination); see also Griffin v. General
Electric Co., 752 Fed. Appx. 947 (11th Cir.
Jan. 28, 2019) (same).

Life/AD&D Benefits
• MetLife Life & Annuity Co. of Conn. v. Akpele,
889 F.3d 998 (11th Cir. Mar. 29, 2018) (death
benefits Interpleader; dispute over amount,
$635K vs. $5M; parties concede funds to be
disbursed to decedent DB plan trustee; standing
issues; remand for MetLife's attorneys fees).
• Morris v. Southern Intermodal Xpress, ___ Fed,
Appx. ___, 2018 WL 6326211 (11th Cir. Dec. 4,
2018) (death benefits; de novo correct).
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LTD Benefits
• Lopez v. Standard Ins. Co., 743 Fed.
Appx. 359 (11th Cir. Aug. 3, 2018) (any
occupation; R&R not disabled, no
objection; affirmed).
• O’Leary v. Aetna Life Ins. Co., 750 Fed.
Appx. 896 (11th Cir. Oct. 1, 2018) (de
novo wrong but not arbitrary and
capricious).

Pension Benefits
 Whirlpool Corp. v. Freight Revenue
Recovery of Miami, Inc., ___Fed.
Appx.___, 2018 WL 6167306 (11th Cir.
Nov. 26, 2018) (profit sharing plan;
whether it is ERISA plan punted to
district court).
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Pension (ESOP)
• Bryant v. Community Bankshares,
Inc., 736 Fed. Appx. 841 (11th Cir.
June 12, 2018) (Plan required to
obey diversification election;
disobeyed = arbitrary and
capricious; plaintiffs win!;
prejudgment interest issue).

Miscellaneous
• Lowe v. Delta Air Lines Inc., 730 Fed. Appx.
724 (11th Cir. Apr. 4, 2018) (ERISA 510 claim;
motion to dismiss, no plausible claim).
• Cowabunga, Inc. v. National Labor Relations
Board, 893 F.3d 1286, (11th Cir. June 26,
2018) (FLSA case; arbitration clause also
covered ERISA claims; enforceable under
Epic Systems).
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QUESTIONS?
nancy@pridgenlaw.com
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GEORGIA MANDATORY CLE FACT SHEET
Every “active” attorney in Georgia must attend 12 “approved” CLE hours of instruction annually,
with one of the CLE hours being in the area of legal ethics and one of the CLE hours being in the
area of professionalism. Furthermore, any attorney who appears as sole or lead counsel in the
Superior or State Courts of Georgia in any contested civil case or in the trial of a criminal case in
1990 or in any subsequent calendar year, must complete for such year a minimum of three hours
of continuing legal education activity in the area of trial practice. These trial practice hours are
included in, and not in addition to, the 12 hour requirement. ICLE is an “accredited” provider of
“approved” CLE instruction.
Excess creditable CLE hours (i.e., over 12) earned in one CY may be carried over into the next
succeeding CY. Excess ethics and professionalism credits may be carried over for two years. Excess
trial practice hours may be carried over for one year.
A portion of your ICLE name tag is your ATTENDANCE CONFIRMATION which indicates the
program name, date, amount paid, CLE hours (including ethics, professionalism and trial
practice, if any) and should be retained for your personal CLE and tax records. DO NOT SEND
THIS CARD TO THE COMMISSION!
ICLE will electronically transmit computerized CLE attendance records directly into the Oﬃcial
State Bar Membership computer records for recording on the attendee’s Bar record. Attendees
at ICLE programs need do nothing more as their attendance will be recorded in their Bar
record.
Should you need CLE credit in a state other than Georgia, please inquire as to the procedure at
the registration desk. ICLE does not guarantee credit in any state other than Georgia.
If you have any questions concerning attendance credit at ICLE seminars, please call:
678-529-6688
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Follow ICLE on social media:
http://www.facebook.com/iclega
bit.ly/ICLELinkedIn
#iclega

INSTITUTE OF CONTINUING LEGAL EDUCATION

